Red Infiltration

Mrs. Jackie LeVeque of Munising and Jack Dell Angelo of Ishpeming, Chamber of Commerce, showed their concern Oct. 31 about the sinister evil of communism and its infiltration into all walks of American life. We agree freedom of speech and right of dissent must not undermine unity of our nation or aid and abet the enemy.

The American Civil Liberties Union in our area is not truly American. It does not assist the Defenders of American Liberties. Either Dr. Robert Morris of Dallas, Texas, or the FBI can show the difference between these two.

"Academic" freedom in the streets without respect or restraint is no substitute for freedom of speech in the classroom or legal procedure in our courts. One history professor admitted the "radicals" on campus might get the upper hand. Any majority in our republic is not necessarily right.

It is deplorable that students in general are so naive in regard to communism. They show great lack of training in this field and little patriotism. The Communist Party wants social unrest, turmoil and demonstration," reports the FBI.

Puppets are used to spark great confusion on university campuses and protests against American policy in Vietnam. Any situation is an excuse for subversive action. Freedom becomes license in the mob which entices students to ignore customary procedure.

The Lewis-Bruce report quotes party leader Gus Hall: "Take advantage of the WILLINGNESS of non-Communists TO ACCEPT THE PRESENCE of Communists in their midst." Is this why students say heatedly, "Even a Communist is entitled to academic freedom?" We think the battle in Vietnam should begin at home on campus. Isn't academic freedom allowing university students to PROTECT our enemies while the boys in Vietnam are dying for AMERICAN freedom without a tag? 
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